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1 Introduction
The role of defects in the photorefractive eﬀect is known in principle: their
photoionization in the brighter regions of a photorefractive crystal, illuminated
by an inhomogeneous light pattern, causes quasifree charge carriers. These are
separated from their home sites by diﬀusion, by the bulk photovoltaic eﬀect
or by drift in an external electric ﬁeld. Eventually they are trapped at empty
levels of defects in the darker regions, and a space charge ﬁeld is created.
Crystals with a linear electrooptic eﬀect transform this into a refractive index
pattern. Theoretically also the rates of the ionization process, the transport
and the trapping can be formulated quantitatively. This Chapter gives information how this general picture may be ﬁlled by real defects in existing
photorefractive crystals.
A few classes of inorganic materials are available - lithium niobate and
related compounds, the ferroelectric oxide perovskites, the sillenites, some
acentric semiconductors, and various other compounds - which show properties favorable for photorefractive operation, as far as the host lattice is concerned. There is a large number of possibilities to optimize their performance
by introducing suitable defects. In this way the following features of a photorefractive material can be inﬂuenced: magnitude and spectral dependence
of the photorefractive sensitivity, speed of the charge transport, lifetime of
carrier trapping etc.
Optical absorption of a photon by a defect is the primary step triggering
the photorefractive eﬀect. Most often, however, the absorption bands by themselves do not indicate which lattice perturbation causes them; they have to be
assigned ﬁrst to their origin by a method sensitive to the microscopic structure of defects. Studies of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), together
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with its extensions, are unsurpassed in furnishing such information, and methods have been developed to transfer this knowledge to the optical absorption
phenomena. They will be outlined below. Detailed knowledge on defects in
photorefractive materials and the reliable interpretation of their absorption
bands thus rests almost exclusively on EPR and EPR-related investigations.
The Mössbauer eﬀect may be cited as an exception; unfortunately it is essentially restricted to iron containing defects. Therefore the Chapter mainly
rests on investigations by EPR and related methods.
In ideal situations, studies of defects furnish knowledge of their structure,
including the chemical identity, geometry and charge state, of the incorporation site in the lattice, the nature of the electronic ground and excited states
and their energies, the optical and thermal excitation mechanisms, the lightinduced transfer of charges to the valence and conduction bands and, on this
basis, the prediction of the photorefractive performance of a material. In some
cases these aims could be achieved rather closely, generally, however, many
questions remain unanswered and oﬀer opportunities for further research.
Several chapters in the two volumes on photorefractive materials edited
by Günter and Huignard in 1988 [1] contain information on defects in such
compounds. Since then new methods for defect investigation have been developed and the range of results obtained in the ﬁeld has vastly expanded. This
Chapter will give a survey of the present status of the studies. It starts with
a brief general overview on the properties of defects and their classiﬁcation;
then an introduction to the experimental methods employed will follow. The
later sections will deal with the defect related results obtained for the various
classes of photorefractive inorganic materials. Also a short section covering the
properties of hydrogen in oxide materials is included. The brevity necessary
for covering a large ﬁeld of research in a short chapter will be compensated
by giving an extended list of references. For a recent review on defects in inorganic photorefractive materials with an emphasis on applications, an article
by Buse [2] can be consulted.

2 Classification and general properties of defects
A defect is anything which perturbs the translational symmetry of a crystal.
In this Chapter the term defect will be used in a narrower sense: only point like
perturbations will be treated, i.e. cases where an ion of the lattice is missing
or lattice sites are replaced by nonregular ions. Also, small clusters of such
point defects may be included. If only ions are involved which belong to the
ideal crystal, the defects are intrinsic, otherwise they are extrinsic. Examples
for intrinsic defects are vacancies or antisite defects. A Bi ion replacing Si
in the sillenite Bi12 SiO20 , labelled BiSi , is an example of the latter. In this
article we mostly use this type of labelling; the chemical symbol for the ion
present is appended by a subscript, marking the site of replacement. The
letter ’V’ is used in this context as a symbol for vacancy; e.g. ’VO ’ stands for
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oxygen vacancy. If the charge of the defect is to be indicated, a corresponding
superscript is added. Sometimes the charges are referred to that of the replaced
ion, then BixSi is used for an antisite defect, if the replacing and the replaced ion
have the same charges. If the replacing one is negative (positive), the notation
is BiSi (Bi•Si ). Also the label Bi4+
Si , indicating the electronic conﬁguration of the
5+
defect ion, may be used for the neutral case and Bi3+
Si (BiSi ) for the negative
(positive) one. For an overview on defect notations see Ref. [3].

Fig. 1. Deﬁnition of defect levels, illustrated with the three basic models for charge transfer between defects in photorefractive
crystals [4]. The special cases are
shown, where electrons are transferred from the valence band to
the defect levels. Electron transfer from defect levels to the conduction band would lead to complementary schemes. Double arrows indicate light-induced transfer, single arrows recombination
of a defect electron with a valence band hole. a): one - center
model: under illumination the total concentrations X0 and X− are
not changed. The model therefore
does not lead to photochromicity.
b, c): Here the shallow levels are
metastably populated after optical excitation. The concentrations
of the defect charge states change,
leading to photochromicity.

As a consequence of the broken translational symmetry, defects can introduce levels in the gap between valence and conduction band, which represent
the eigenenergies of an ideal crystal. Depending on the position of the Fermilevel in the crystal, such defect levels may be occupied by electrons or be
empty. For oxide materials, reduction and oxidation are convenient means to
shift the Fermi-level. The photorefractive eﬀect is based on the fact that the
level population can also be changed by illumination, especially in oxide materials often in a metastable manner. A level introduced by a defect X, where
the charge state ’0’ is assumed to coexist with the charge state ’-’ , is labelled
X0/− (Fig. 1), in analogy to the notation for redox-pairs in electrochemistry,
see e.g. [5]. This means: if the level lies at an energy EX above the valence
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band edge, EX must be expended in order to excite a valence band electron
to the defect X0 , transforming it into X− .
Especially in oxide crystals, the charge carriers tend to couple strongly to
the lattice. Since optical excitations take place under Franck-Condon conditions, i. e. with the ’lattice kept ﬁxed’ [5, 6], in the case of strong coupling,
thermal levels must be distinguished from optical ones (for an example see
Fig. 2): The ﬁnal state reached by the optical transition ends in the optical
level, lying higher than the vibrational ground state, the thermal level; for
an example, see section 5. In oxide crystals energy diﬀerences between both
types of levels up to about 2.3 eV [7] have been found!

Rh

4+ 3+ thermal
0.95 eV

1.6 eV

optical 4+ 3+

Fig. 2. Discrimination between optical and thermal levels, exempliﬁed for
Rh4+/3+ in BaTiO3 (see Section 5).
The elastic lattice energies, corresponding to the electronic groundstate (upper edge of valence band)
and to the electron excited to the defect, are shown as depending on a
conﬁguration coordinate Q [6]. Double arrow: transition to optical level,
vertical in Q-space. Wavy arrow: vibrational transition to thermal level.

Such charge transfer transitions (e.g. from a valence band oxygen ion to
a defect) or intervalence transitions (from a defect to a conduction band ion)
usually are rather strong, because the electron moves through a considerable
distance, corresponding to a large transition moment [5]. The range of the
transfer is limited by the covalent mixture between the states of the initial
and ﬁnal ions; this is strongest between those nearest to each other. On the
other hand, internal transitions of crystal ﬁeld type occur e.g. among the dstates of one transition metal ion. For ions at crystal sites having inversion
symmetry, such excitations thus are parity forbidden [5]. They become easily
observable in situations without inversion symmetry, e. g. at the tetrahedral
sites of sillenite crystals. Such transitions can also be stronger, if the excited
state is resonant with the conduction band. As a general rule it can still be
stated that the photorefractive eﬀect is triggered most decisively by charge
transfer or intervalence transitions, both because they are strong and because
they lead to defect photoionization.
A further important consequence of lattice coupling is the formation of
polarons. This term is related to the equivalence of corresponding lattice sites
in crystals (Fig. 3). The tunnelling of a charge carrier between these sites competes with the lattice distortion, tending to break the equivalence by spon-
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taneously localizing the carrier (Fig. 3). For more details see Ref. [8]. The
interplay between tunnelling and the lattice distortion [8] decides whether a
polaron is of large size (e.g. for electrons in the conduction band of the sillenites [9]), or of small or intermediate size (e.g. conduction electrons in BaTiO3
[10]). The features of such polarons determine the carrier mobility, inﬂuencing the speed of the photorefractive eﬀect. Under favorable conditions, two
polarons can combine into bipolarons [8]. This occurs when the Coulomb repulsion between the carriers is overcompensated by the surplus stabilization
energy caused by their joint lattice distortion.

Fig. 3. Left: Sketch of a crystal lattice with translational symmetry with one added
electron. If the tunnelling from site to site is not too strong, an electron is shown to be
self-localized at one lattice site by repelling its neighbors, spontaneously breaking
the equivalence of sites. Right: The total energy of a polaron is the sum of the
lattice elastic energy, 12 KQ2 , and the lowering of the electronic energy by repelling
the neighbors, −F Q. For two electrons in a bipolaron, the lowering of the electronic
energy is doubled, −2F Q, the total energy lowering quadrupled, 4 EP . If the energy
excess for two paired electrons, 4 EP , as compared to two separated electrons, 2 EP ,
overcompensates the Coulomb repulsion, a bipolaron is stable.

Also, polarons usually lead to strong optical absorptions. For small polarons, where the carrier is self-trapped at essentially one lattice ion, the
corresponding transitions occur from the initial trapping site of a carrier to
a ﬁnal equivalent one. This represents a special case of a charge transfer or
intervalence transition. Therefore, also, large transition moments are involved,
leading to high absorption intensities. The absorption energies are ﬁnite, in
spite of the equivalence of initial and ﬁnal sites, because the transitions occur
under Franck-Condon conditions.
Charge carriers bound to a defect can also exhibit polaron eﬀects [7, 11].
Consider, e.g. a Bi3+ ion replacing a Si4+ ion in the sillenite Bi12 SiO20 . This
is the negatively charged antisite defect BiSi , see Fig. 12 in Section 6. Photoionisation takes an electron not from Bi3+ but from the four tetrahedrally
arranged equivalent O2− ions surrounding Bi. The created hole is self-trapped
at one of these oxygen ions, forming a bound small polaron by spontaneously
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breaking their equivalence. Also such bound polarons lead to strong optical
absorptions [7, 11], due to the long transition dipole between the initial and
a neighboring oxygen ion in the tetrahedron. For more details, see Section 6.
Some of the photorefractive crystals, such as congruently melting LiNbO3
(LN), Sr1−x Bax Nb2 O6 (SBN) or Ba1−x Cax TiO3 (BCT), are strongly disordered. This leads to considerable spatial ﬂuctuations of the defect levels,
causing wide lines in all spectroscopic studies [12]. Furthermore, the mobility
of quasifree charge carriers tends to be reduced in such materials.

3 Methods of defect investigation
We start by giving a qualitative overview of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) method. The electronic ground state of a paramagnetic defect
is characterized by its spatial distribution and by its spin number. Within
the spatial range of their wavefunction, the unpaired electrons collect all interactions by which they can couple with their surroundings, among these:
spin-spin- and spin-orbit-coupling, also in combination with crystal ﬁelds, and
hyperﬁne interaction of the electrons with the ’visited’ nuclei, representing local probes in the crystal. If a static external magnetic ﬁeld is applied, Zeeman
interaction is also active. EPR methods probe the energy splittings between
the lowest states caused by these couplings. The external magnetic ﬁeld provides a reference direction and thus allows the symmetry of the interactions
to be identiﬁed. They are of tensorial character if the defect as a whole or
the positions of the interacting nuclei are non-cubic. This analysis leads to
the most essential information supplied by the method: the symmetry of the
coupling tensors and the orientation of their principal axes with respect to the
crystal lattice, strongly narrowing down possible defect models. For a recent
overview on the application of EPR and related techniques, especially optical
ones, to the elucidation of defect properties see, e.g., Ref. [13].
It is an advantage of the EPR method that it allows to determine the concentration of paramagnetic defects [14], opening the way to the quantitative
analysis of the performance of a photorefractive material on the basis of EPR
studies alone. For further details see Section 5. EPR can ’count’ defect densities down to a few ppm. Only neutron activation analysis, see for example [15]
is more sensitive. But there it is not possible to detect intrinsic defects or to
diﬀerentiate between the various charge states which the same defect element
can assume, such as e.g. Fe3+ and Fe5+ , a task which can be solved by EPR.
All interactions probed by the electron(s) are usually summarized by a
spin-Hamiltonian, for example:

SAi Ii + .....
(1)
H = µB BgS + SDS +
where only three representative terms are given for illustration. The ﬁrst one
describes the Zeeman interaction, the second a crystal ﬁeld interaction and
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the last one the hyperﬁne interaction. Here µB is the Bohr magneton, B the
external magnetic ﬁeld vector, g the tensor of the Zeeman interaction, S the
spin operator (2S + 1 is the multiplicity of the lowest level considered), D a
crystal ﬁeld tensor, Ii the spin operator of nucleus i and Ai the tensor of the
hyperﬁne interaction. The Hamiltonian usually operates only on the (2S + 1)
lowest states and is thus called a spin-Hamiltonian.

Fig. 4. Basic schemes for paramagnetic resonance and related methods, demonstrated for one electron spin, S = 12 .
EPR: One transition occurs between the ms = ± 12 states, Zeeman - split by a static
magnetic ﬁeld B. Obtained information: magnitude and angular dependence (symmetry) of splitting factor g and value of crystal ﬁeld (for S > 12 only). In general:
spin value S, related to defect charge state.
ENDOR: If the electron interacts with one nucleus, assumed to have nuclear spin
I = 12 , the indicated additional nuclear splittings occur. The double arrow nuclear
transitions are detected by changes of the EPR signals (wavy arrows). Information:
nuclear spin(s), nuclear splitting factor gn and the magnitude and angular dependence of the hyperﬁne interaction.
ODMR via MCD: Optical excitations with left- and right-circular polarized light
originate from diﬀerent Zeeman-EPR sublevels, as shown. The EPR transition (wavy
arrow) decreases the population diﬀerence of these sublevels. The EPR is detected
by the change of the MCD signal, ∆α = α+ − α− . Information: EPR parameters
and the optical absorption bands originating from the ground state Zeeman levels.

The energy splittings described by a Hamiltonian of this type are generally monitored by unbalancing a microwave bridge circuit when the supplied
microwave energy matches the energy splittings, i.e. when the resonance condition is fulﬁlled (Fig. 4). Because the population diﬀerence of the levels, ∆n,
behaves as
(2)
∆n = tanh(µB gB/2kT ),
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low temperatures and high magnetic ﬁelds increase the sensitivity. Also the
heating of crystal specimens by the resonant absorption of microwaves can
be used, leading to thermally detected EPR [16]. Double resonance methods,
to be introduced in the following, constitute further ways to detect the EPR
transitions.
Important information on the defect wavefunction is furnished by hyperﬁne interaction. If a hyperﬁne splitting is resolved, the resulting (2Ii + 1) lines
allow the spin Ii of the corresponding nucleus to be identiﬁed. This gives a
strong hint of the chemical identity of this nucleus. The tensor Ai (eq. 1) partly
depends on the density of the wavefunction at the local probe represented by
nucleus i. If hyperﬁne interaction originates from parts of the wavefunction
with low probability density, the corresponding small splittings are usually not
resolved. Then the electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) [13] technique
(Fig. 4) may help: Here, using a special experimental scheme, the highly resolved nuclear magnetic resonances, lying at radio frequencies, are detected by
changes of the intensities of the corresponding EPR signals. If applicable, this
technique leads to the most detailed information about a defect wavefunction,
e.g. its spatial distribution and the nuclei it encompasses.
We consider now magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), i.e. the diﬀerential
absorbance, ∆α = α+ − α− , presented by a cubic or uniaxial sample for
left (σ+ ) and right (σ−) polarized light propagating along the direction of
an applied magnetic ﬁeld. In general [17, 18, 19] the MCD signal associated
with an isolated electronic transition contains two main contributions. The
diamagnetic term (S-shaped and temperature-independent) results from the
diﬀerence in energy of the circularly polarized components. Although always
present down to relatively low temperatures in the case of very sharp lines (e.g.
lanthanide ions [18]), it can be safely ignored in the case of the broad bands at
low temperature. The paramagnetic term (absorption-like shape, temperature
dependent) monitors the magnetization in the groundstate. In the case of spin
S = 12 (Fig. 4) it is proportional to the diﬀerence in relative populations at
equilibrium (eq. 2) between its two Zeeman sublevels. Experiments at very
low temperatures (pumped helium) thus furnish the largest MCD signals The
technique is very sensitive since the smallest detectable absorbance is about
10−5 , i.e. roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than with a classical spectrometer. In the case of the sillenites, Fe and Cr impurities could be monitored
down to the ppm level.
The term ODMR has often been used in connection with the detection of
EPR by various features of photoluminescence transitions [13]. Since a study
of the photorefractive eﬀect requires the assignment of the optical absorption
bands, we concentrate rather on the optical detection of magnetic resonance
(ODMR) via the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD). The signal ∆α is measured as a function of B/T and a dip is observed (|∆n| (eq. 2) is reduced) in
the saturation curve, whenever the resonance conditions are fulﬁlled.
The great advantage of the MCD-ODMR method is its ability to connect optical absorption features to their microscopic origins in the logically
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most stringent way. It is thus ideally suited to the analysis of the optical absorption properties of defects as related to the photorefractive eﬀect. When
several broad absorption bands are overlapping, as it is most often the case
for defects, especially in oxides, MCD-ODMR allows such a superposition to
be deconvoluted by identifying exactly that one among the bands, which is
linked to a deﬁnite EPR-signal. An example is given at the end of Sec. 5.
A necessary, but unfortunately not suﬃcient, precondition for the application of EPR and related methods is the paramagnetism of the defects. Such
procedures therefore can be applied to only about one half of all defects,
the EPR-active ones. Since the photorefractive eﬀect involves all types of defects, independent of whether they are EPR-active or EPR-silent, additional
information is necessary to circumvent this problem. Actually, in the case of
cubic crystals, the very absence of a MCD signal associated to a given absorption band is a proof that the responsible defect is diamagnetic. In favorable
cases (see Sec. 6), transition metal ions show internal transitions in the nearinfrared, which are characteristic of the the site symmetry and charge state of
the defect. If a material containing the investigated defect is gyrotropic, such
as the sillenites, then it is possible to study EPR-silent defects by their natural
circular dichroism (CD) (see Section 6). The CD signals, however, do not provide any knowledge on the structure of the defects, usually derived from their
magnetic properties. Altogether, a combination of techniques proves necessary
for a reliable labelling of defects.
Light-induced absorption changes (LIAC) and their correlation with EPRor MCD-changes have been largely exploited to label defects, both EPR-silent
and EPR-active ones [20, 21, 22], and to identify between which defects charge
carriers are transferred by light. This approach was introduced recently as
the basis for the quantitative prediction of the performance of photorefractive
materials. An example will be given in Sec. 5.
Measurements of optical absorptions induced in photorefractive crystals by
speciﬁc dopings have sometimes been used to draw conclusions about the nature of the resulting defects. If used critically and cautiously, such results can
give hints of the nature of the responsible defects. The absorption signals usually do not carry information on the charge state and the incorporation site of
the defect, whether it is isolated or associated with some partner defect. Such
caveats are also necessary, when interpreting measurements of PIXE, channeling [23], neutron activation analysis (see for example [15]), etc., induced by
speciﬁc dopings.

4 Defects in LiNbO3 (LN)
Since the discovery of the photorefractive eﬀect, LN has played a major role
in the development of this ﬁeld. Correspondingly, great eﬀorts have gone into
the elucidation of the function of defects in this material. A considerable number among them, intrinsic and extrinsic, could be identiﬁed by EPR or related
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methods. In the following we start by describing intrinsic defects in the usually
employed Li-deﬁcient material, then we give introductory information on the
structure of stoichiometric LN crystals. This is followed by an overview on extrinsic defects in both types of crystals. In previous publications we have given
reviews on defects in Li-deﬁcient LN [24, 25]; see also the relevant sections in
Ref. [26]. For brevity we shall often cite these papers and shall concentrate
here on the newer results of EPR-based studies of defects in LiNbO3 .
4.1 Intrinsic defects
LiNbO3 tends to crystallize with a Li - content below that of its stoichiometric composition, where the Li - fraction, x = [Li]/([Li] + [Nb]), is expected
to equal 0.5. In the most often employed congruently melting composition
of LN, the Li fraction in the crystal, xc , is equal to that in the melt, xm ;
both are 0.484 [27]. As a consequence there are many lithium vacancies, VLi ,
and, compensating them, Nb4•
Li antisite defects, in the most simple model. The
composition of such a congruently melting crystal is therefore expressed by
[Li1−5y Nby ]Li NbNb , and xc = 0.484 thus corresponds to an antisite content
y  1%; i.e. about each ﬁftieth unit cell contains a NbLi antisite defect. In the
present context the study of the intrinsic defects is necessary in order to assess their role in the photorefractive eﬀect, but also because they facilitate the
doping with aliovalent extrinsic defects, possibly improving the photorefractive performance: the charge misﬁts of such dopings are easily compensated
by the available reservoir of intrinsic defects [12, 28]. The high density of
intrinsic defects in congruent LN represent strong perturbations of the crystal lattice. This causes rather wide signals in EPR studies of such samples,
see e.g. Fig. 8, tending to conceal the wanted information on the structure
of the defects. Consequently, the obtainable spectral resolution has increased
tremendously, Fig. 7, when stoichiometric crystals became available, essentially free of intrinsic defects.
In transmission electron micrographs of congruent LN, clusters of intrinsic
defects could be observed which were consistently interpreted as consisting
of NbLi , VLi and VNb as well as possibly Nb at the structural vacancy of
LiNbO3 , NbV [30]. This may indicate that the scenario of intrinsic defects
could be more involved than previously modelled [31, 32]; for a discussion see
Ref. [24]. Among such defects only NbLi has been identiﬁed deﬁnitely, using
EPR and related studies. In the groundstate of a congruent crystal, NbLi is
0
present in the diamagnetic, EPR-silent charge state Nb5+
Li (4d ). After twophoton- or X-irradiation [33] or reduction and subsequent illumination of the
crystal [34] - details will be given below - the paramagnetic conﬁguration,
1
Nb4+
Li (4d ), can be studied [35]. A model of the electronic groundstate and
its orientation with respect to the crystal axes is shown in Fig. 6a.
The optical absorption of the Nb4+
Li defect is characterized by a wide band
peaked at 1.6 eV (Fig. 5b). This assignment has been proved in the most
compelling way by MCD-ODMR studies [36]. The absorption is attributed to
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Fig. 5. The various optical absorption states of reduced LN. Absorption band cor4+
related with a: Nb4+
Nb free polarons [29]. b: polarons localized as NbLi c: bipolarons
4+
Nb
.
Band
c
has
been
observed
with
a
congruent
crystal after
bound as Nb4+
Li
Nb
reduction for 1 h at 900 ◦ C in the dark; band b after illuminating this crystal with
the unﬁltered light of a xenon arc at 80 K. Band a results from reducing a congruent
crystal, doped with 6% Mg, for 9 h at 500 ◦ C.
5+
an intervalence transition from Nb4+
Li to NbNb , i.e. from a localized level to

Fig. 6. Schematic models of the three Nb4+ containing defects in LN. a: The ground4+
state orbital of Nb4+
Li . b: Groundstate orbital of NbNb . c: Two electrons with antiparallel spins trapped at a preformed NbLi - NbNb pair. By relaxing towards each
other, indicated by the double arrows, the covalent bond between both orbitals is
strengthened. In this way the electronic energy, driving the bipolaron formation (see
Sec. 2), is lowered.
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the conduction band. This transfer leads to comparatively high photovoltaic
currents [37, 38].
As has been stated, the EPR of the NbLi defect and its optical absorption can be observed with a reduced crystal, if it is illuminated. The reduced state of congruent LN is characterized by an absorption band peaked
near 2.5 eV (Fig. 5c) and a diamagnetic groundstate. Optically pumping with
light-energies in the range of this band creates the paramagnetic state Nb4+
Li
and the corresponding absorption (Fig. 5b). Because of its diamagnetism, the
groundstate of the reduced crystal cannot furnish direct EPR information on
the defect causing its optical absorption. On the basis of various circumstantial evidences [24] we have assigned the absorption (Fig. 5c) to a bipolaron,
proposing as a model system two electrons with antiparallel spins at two
4+
neighboring Nb ions, Nb4+
Li - NbNb (Fig. 6c); here one Nb ion replaces Li, and
the other one is part of the regular lattice. On account of the high density of
NbLi in Li deﬁcient LN - one in each ﬁftieth unit cell - there are many such
preformed pairs of NbLi and NbNb ; both Nb positions are distinguished only
by the slightly diﬀerent Madelung potentials active at the respective sites.
The model has to explain that two electrons jointly occupying both Nb sites
are more stable than if they were distributed over two separated and isolated
NbLi ions, because light energy has to be fed into the system to create Nb4+
Li
from the diamagnetic precursor. Since this diamagnetic state is present in the
groundstate of a reduced crystal in spite of the Coulomb interaction between
the two Nb4+ electrons (Fig. 6c), this repulsion must be overcompensated by
their joint lattice distortion. Such a situation is typical for a bipolaron. It is
most likely that both partners relax towards each other (double arrows in Fig.
6c), thereby lowering the electronic part of the total energy by strengthening
the covalent bond in the pair; this is quite similar to the dynamics of a H2
molecule. The creation of isolated Nb4+
Li by illumination into the 2.5 eV band
has the eﬀect that the bipolaron is optically dissociated; the electron ionized
from Nb4+
Nb will be trapped rather rapidly at a further empty NbLi defect.
This dissociated state is metastable at low temperatures. Starting near 200 K,
thermal dissociation of the bipolarons begins, and the 2.5 eV band decreases
while the 1.6 eV absorption rises (Fig. 5b). For the enthalpies involved in these
processes see Ref. [25]. At room temperature a sizeable portion of the 2.5 eV
band still is present [24] in thermal equilibrium. At this temperature the described optical switching process - between bands c and b in Fig. 5 - could
thus be utilized for optically gated holographic recording [39]: Illumination
with energies in the range of the the 2.5 eV band sensitizes a reduced crystal
for photorefractive operation at the lower energies corresponding to the 1.6 eV
band.
It has sometimes been postulated [34, 40] that the defect responsible for
the 2.5 eV band rather is an oxygen vacancy, ﬁlled with two diamagnetically
paired electrons. Among the arguments against this model [25] a strong one is
the observation [29] that the reduction of congruent LN, in which the presence
of NbLi is prevented by strong Mg doping (see below), does not lead to the
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2.5 eV band. Instead a band peaked near 1 eV (Fig. 5a) is found, having all
features characteristic for free Nb4+
Nb polarons [29]. If reduction would lead
to VO as a stable defect in LN, this would be created also in the absence
of NbLi . In assessing this and related arguments [25], it should be kept in
mind that the defect chemistry of LN is diﬀerent from that of its relatives,
the oxide perovskites [32]. In such materials acceptor defects are compensated
by VO [32]. In LN, however, it has been found from density measurements
rather early [31], that the acceptors VLi are not compensated by V••
O , but by
.
Here,
evidently,
the
formation
of
Nb
costs
less
energy
than
that of
Nb4•
Li
Li
VO . Thus the natural intrinsic donor in LN is NbLi . As a further diﬀerence
between LN and the ABO3 oxide perovskites, such as BaTiO3 , it should be
remarked that the perovskites do not support the formation of BB - BA pairs,
corresponding to NbLi - NbNb . Accordingly, bipolaron type absorption bands
are not observed. Reduction in these cases leads only to almost free single
polarons with absorption bands peaked near 0.7 eV.
Of course, under reducing conditions oxygen atoms evaporate from a congruent LN crystal according to the reaction

1 LiNbO3 + 2 VLi

→

3
O2 + LiLi + Nb4Li• + 6 e
2

(on the basis of Ref. [31]). This means that three oxygen atoms per formula
unit leave back six free electrons which can be captured at the numerous preexisting Nb - Nb pairs. The cations Li+ and Nb5+ left over after the departure
of the three oxygen ions recombine with two VLi in the crystal, creating one
additional NbLi defect. The kinetics by which this reaction proceeds to the
crystal groundstate has not yet been studied.
Also the Li vacancy VLi is an intrinsic defect; it is expected to be four times
more abundant than NbLi , since formally four monovalent VLi will compensate

one Nb4•
Li . The attempt to transform the diamagnetic VLi to the neighboring
x
paramagnetic charge state VLi , likely to be detectable by EPR, was not successful under illumination with light-energies near and above the fundamental
absorption edge at about 3.7 eV. Holes possibly created under such illumination would be expected to be trapped at VLi . Only two-photon [33], X-ray
[33] or high-energy electron irradiation [41] have led to EPR signals typical
for holes trapped near acceptor defects [33, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The available information, however, is not yet suﬃcient to decide whether a hole is situated
near VLi or near a conceivable other intrinsic acceptor defect, such as VNb .
A Li-deﬁciency of LN crystals, xc < 0.5, is found also if the melt composition xm is higher than the congruent composition, 0.484 – even for xm > 0.5
[12, 45], if conventional growth methods are used. Often specimens grown
from high xm have erroneously been called stoichiometric in the past. It came
as a great surprise [46] when a procedure was identiﬁed, which could produce
exactly stoichiometric specimens with xc = 0.5000 ± 0.0015 [47]. Chapter 4
will deal with the respective growth methods. However, even xc = 0.5 does
not exclude the presence of stoichiometry preserving intrinsic defects, such as
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interchanges of Li and Nb, NbLi + LiNb . By probing the crystallographic order
of stoichiometric specimens by EPR and ENDOR, using a low concentration
of Cr3+ ions as paramagnetic probes, it was demonstrated [12, 48] that such
crystals are really ’regularly’ ordered.
Extrinsic defects in congruent LN:
defect references
defect references
Ti3+
Li
Cr3+
Li
Mn2+
Li

Fe3+
Li
2+
CoLi
Ni+
Li
Cu2+
Li
Gd3+
?
Dy3+
?
Yb3+
?


[16,
[51,
[56,
[57,
[67,
[70,
[71]
[74,
[52]
[73,

49,
52,
57,
61,
68,
71]

50]
53, 54]
2Cr3+
Li
58, 59, 60]

60, 62, 63, 64, 65] Fe2+
Li
69]
Ni2+
Li
Nd3+
Li
75]
Tb4+
?
Er3+
?
79]

[55]
[66]
[72]
[73, 52]
[76]
[77, 52, 78]

For Mößbauer studies of Fe see Chapter 5 of this volume
investigated by thermally detected EPR



Extrinsic defects in congruent LN, co-doped with Mg or Zn:
defect references
Ti3+
Nb [80]
Cr3+
Nb [81, 82, 83]
[41, 84, 28]
Fe3+
?
Extrinsic defects in stoichiometric LN:
defect references
Cr3+
Nb
Fe3+
?
Mn2+
Li
Tb3+
?
Nd3+
?
Yb3+
?

[85]
[64]
[86]
[76]
[12]
[12, 87]
Table 1. Extrinsic defects in LiNbO3
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4.2 Extrinsic defects
At ﬁrst the dopings are treated which prevent or reduce the formation of NbLi
during crystal growth from Li-deﬁcient melts, such as Mg or Zn with concentrations in the percent range. Further information on such ’optical damage
resistant’ dopings is given in Chapter 6. As has been mentioned above, the reduction of crystals of this type leads to the formation of almost free electrons,
transformed to Nb4+
Nb polarons by coupling to the lattice. This is an indication
for the absence of NbLi as trapping centers. Several additional dopings in such
crystals were investigated by EPR. The corresponding signals are characterized by their large width, resulting from the addition of the doping-induced
disorder to the intrinsic one. Table 1 contains also information on the extrinsic defects investigated in such crystals. It was found that additional extrinsic
ions tend to be incorporated at the Nb-sites of the lattice; apparently it is
more favorable that the Mg ions, rather abundant in the melt, replace Li ions.

Fig. 7. Comparison of EPR signals of LN:Cr and LN:Fe in congruent and stoichiometric LN. Top: ’New’ Cr3+
Nb signals (a), characterized by a weak axial crystal
ﬁeld typical for Nb replacement, as compared to those (b) of ’old’ Cr3+
Li with typical
strong axial crystal ﬁeld [88]. Bottom: In congruent LN the ’old’ Fe3+
Li (d) is observed. In stoichiometric material two additional types of Fe3+ spectra arise (c) and
all lines become more narrow [64].

Here it has to be noted that it is rather diﬃcult to determine from basic arguments at which site, Li or Nb, cation dopings will enter LN. Both sites have
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trigonal symmetry and oﬀer similar chemical backgrounds, oxygen octahedra,
for incorporation (see Fig. 6). It is only by identifying the next cation neighbors of a paramagnetic extrinsic ion by careful ENDOR measurements that
conclusive evidence can be obtained. With this method e.g. the behavior of
Cr3+ has been studied in great detail [48, 85]. In Mg-doped and stoichiometric
crystals it replaces Nb, and enters on Li sites in Li-deﬁcient crystals. Fig. 7
shows as examples that the EPR spectra of the extrinsic defects Cr3+ and
Fe3+ are quite diﬀerent for congruent and stoichiometric crystals, indicating
diﬀerent sites of the ions.
The interrelation of aliovalent extrinsic defects with their intrinsic compensators is demonstrated with Fig. 8. It shows one EPR line of isolated Cr3+
Li
as depending on the Li fraction xc of the host crystal [88]. It is seen that
the signal becomes considerably sharper with increasing Li content. Due to
these smaller linewidths many satellite lines could be resolved with a crystal
grown from a melt with xm = 0.4985 (Fig. 8). For this composition the lines
resulting from Cr3+
Li associated with intrinsic defects at various discrete closer
lattice distances were identiﬁed in addition to axial spectra related to Cr3+
Li
compensated by distant defects. It was possible to identify intrinsic compensator positions up to the ninth cation shell around the central Cr3+
Li [88]. By
comparison of the EPR and optical spectra it could furthermore be shown that
the low symmetry short distance associations have higher oscillator strengths
than the isolated Cr3+
Li .
This study of Cr3+ represents a sample case for other extrinsic cation
dopants, usually also leading to low symmetry satellite lines in the EPR spectra such as Mn2+ , Fe3+ , Gd3+ , Yb3+ , Nd3+ [89] and Er3+ [77]. ENDOR
investigations of Cr3+
Nb in stoichiometric crystals revealed that in this case
protons in the nearest neighborhood are present to compensate the eﬀective
2−
negative charge of Cr3+
Nb . They are located asymmetrically between two O
ions of the plane perpendicular to the c-axis of the oxygen octahedron next to

Fig. 8. Strong decrease of EPR
linewidth of the main Cr3+
Li transition with increasing Li content
[88]. Small satellite lines can be
seen, caused by complexes consisting of Cr3+
Li and compensating intrinsic defects.
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Cr3+
Nb . This ﬁnding coincides with results obtained by IR optical spectroscopy
(see Sec. 8).
The advantages of MCD-ODMR studies have been used for LN not only
to link the EPR of the intrinsic defect Nb4+
Li to its optical absorption [36]
at 1.6 eV (Fig. 5) but also to study the optical properties of the extrinsic
3+
[90], Cu2+ [91], Fe3+ [91] and Mn2+ [91]. Also Cr3+
defects Ti3+
Li [36], Cr
in congruent LN:Mg was investigated with this technique [90].

5 Defects in oxide perovskites
5.1 BaTiO3 (BT)
The properties of BaTiO3 (BT) as a photorefractive host material are well
known [92]. It may suﬃce in the present context to remind that it is acentric below about 120◦ C, where a transition from the cubic to the ferroelectric
tetragonal phase takes place, stable at room temperature and down to about
8◦ C. Its large electrooptic coeﬃcients [93] allow comparatively few optically
transposed charge carriers to create measurable index changes. The features
of many defects in BaTiO3 have been identiﬁed by EPR, usually at low temperatures in the rhombohedral phase (T≤ 185K), and for some of them their
role in the photorefractive behavior of the material has been elucidated in
detail.
Especially for defects in BT it is often observed that they can be recharged
metastably to neighboring valencies under illumination; this allows the access
to numerous EPR-active charge states with little preparatory eﬀort. Since defects with changed charges have altered optical absorption characteristics, BT
crystals thus usually are photochromic. On this basis a further EPR/optical
method was developed which is able to assign optical absorption bands to
their microscopic origin. An outline will be given below. Here we state already that it has the following useful consequences: 1) The EPR-information,
usually obtained at low temperatures, can be transferred to room temperature, where photorefractive devices are supposed to operate. 2) Also EPRsilent defects can be identiﬁed. 3) The question can be answered between
which defects charge carriers are transferred under illumination. 4) The photorefractive performance of a material can be predicted quantitatively relying
only on EPR-based defect studies. We introduce this EPR/optical method at
the opening of this Section because several results presented later will depend
on it.
The development of the method was started in order to unravel why Rh doping of BT sensitizes the material for operation in the infrared. Since then
the procedure has been applied to several further problems connected with
the role of defects in the photorefractive eﬀect [94, 95, 96, 97]. The useful
inﬂuence of Rh on the photorefractive properties of BT has been discovered
in 1993 by Ross et al. [98] and was intensely studied in the following years
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[99, 100]. EPR/optical investigations on this system [21, 101] showed that a
main part among the occurring photo-induced charge transfers involves the
three defects Rh3+ , Rh4+ and Rh5+ , fulﬁlling the ’3-valence model’ (Fig. 1)
[102]. On this basis and relying on experimentally determined values of the
eﬀective trap density Nef f , Huot et al. [103], and Corner et al. [104] analyzed
the charge transfer properties of the system quantitatively. However, because
the available experimental information was not suﬃcient to determine all relevant parameters, a simpliﬁed theoretical basis was employed. Later, using
the EPR/optical method, a complete solution of the problem was possible
[105, 106].
The procedure starts with investigating the wavelength dependence of the
photochromic coloration of a BT:Rh crystal [98], induced by a series of rising
pump light energies. The result is plotted over the ﬁeld of the pump light,
Epump , and probe light, Eprobe , energies (Fig. 9c). Here and in the following
only a rather brief sketch of the method is given. For further details see Refs.
[105, 106]. The main features in Fig. 9c are a strong light induced transparency
at Eprobe = 1.9 eV and pronounced absorption increases at 1.6 eV and 3.0 eV.
Simultaneous measurements of the EPR of Rh4+ , the only EPR-active Rh
charge state in ’as grown’ BT:Rh - observable at T ≤ 20 K, show that the
intensity of this EPR signal has an identical dependence on Epump as that of
the transparency along Eprobe = 1.9 eV. This assigns the band at 1.9 eV to
Rh4+ . Further EPR studies [107] indicate that the Rh4+ intensity is decreased
by the transfer of a valence band electron to Rh4+ . In this way the EPR-silent
charge state Rh3+ is created. The band at 3.0 eV is attributed to Rh3+ , lying
higher than Rh4+ because of its lower charge. The hole created in the valence
band by the electron transfer to Rh4+ is expected to be captured by another
Rh4+ , causing Rh5+ , which is also EPR-silent. Because of its higher charge,
less energy is needed to excite a valence band electron to Rh5+ . Therefore the
other strong feature in Fig. 9c, at 1.6 eV, is assigned to Rh5+ . In a similar way
the further structures in Fig. 9c are attributed to various charge states of Fe;
this element is usually present in BT as an unintended background impurity.
These assignments fulﬁll systematic topological constraints typical for plots
of the type of Fig. 9c [108].
Summarizing this part: By combined EPR/optical absorption studies,
based on the photochromic behavior of BT, the optical absorption bands indicated by vertical dashed lines in Fig. 9c, have been identiﬁed. Among these
only the defects Rh4+ , Fe5+ and Fe3+ are EPR-active. The position of the
Fe3+ band, covered by the fundamental absorption, has been inferred from
its peak energy in KTaO3 , Fig. 10. The other optical bands, belonging to the
EPR-silent defects Rh3+ , Rh5+ and Fe4+ , are assigned by consistency arguments of the type as forwarded for Rh3+ and Rh5+ . This identiﬁcation of the
optical absorption bands allows that they can be used as ’ﬁngerprints’ of the
corresponding defects. They can be employed likewise at room temperature;
EPR-measurements, on the other hand, usually require low temperatures. As
shown, also absorption bands corresponding to EPR-silent defects could be
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identiﬁed. The shapes of the absorption bands are derived from a deconvolution of the photochromic absorption in the plot of Fig. 9c into ﬁve Gaussian
bands [106] (Fig. 9d). This is possible for all values of Epump with a maximal
deviation between experiment and model of 10−3 cm−1 .

Fig. 9. a: Schematic representation of the four levels in BT:Rh, deﬁned by the
three charge states of Rh and by three ones of the background contamination Fe.
The chosen energies are not to scale. The levels exchange holes with the valence
band by optical excitation (double arrows), thermal excitation (wavy arrows) and
recombination (single arrows). The corresponding rates are indicated beside the arrows. Here the parameters have the following meanings: S, absorption cross-sections;
q, quantum eﬃciencies for ionization after absorption; β, thermal transition rates;
γ, recombination parameters.
b: Discrimination between optical level (end of optical excitation in sketched conﬁguration diagram) and thermal level, both for the special case of Rh3+/4+ level. For
simplicity this distinction is not included in Fig. 9a.
c: Dependence of the absorption changes (grey scale) induced by pump light (vertical energy scale). The probe light energy is given as abscissa. Monitoring pump
light-induced EPR changes allows to assign the absorption features to speciﬁc defects, indicated by vertical dashed lines.
d: The deconvolution of the absorption changes in c, compared with the defect densities derived from EPR, leads to the shown absorption cross-sections.
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In addition, the charge transfer processes causing the photochromic changes
have been clariﬁed. They are summarized by the scheme in Fig. 9a: two ’3valence systems’, containing three charge states of Rh and of Fe, resp., are
coupled to each other via the valence band, with which both systems can exchange holes. This ﬁgure also symbolizes the optical and thermal processes,
by which valence band electrons are excited to the levels, and their recombination with holes in the valence band. The parameters attached to the arrows,
expressing the rates by which these processes occur, are explained in the ﬁgure
caption. The indicated scheme can be cast into rate equations [106] for the
populations of the various occurring charge states, similarly to those given by
Kukhtarev et al. [109] for the one-center model.
After the qualitative step, indicating the defects involved and the charge
transfer ways connecting them, as summarized before, it is desirable to obtain
also quantitative information on the photorefractive performance of such a system. This means ﬁrst: What are the values of the parameters in Fig. 9a? And,
what is the size of the space charge ﬁelds ESC which can be reached with such
a system? If the photoionized charges are transported only by diﬀusion, their
dependence on the grating wavevector k is given by: ESC ∝ k/(1+k 2 /ko2 ) with
ko2 ∝ Nef f [109], the eﬀective trap density, with known parameters of proportionality. ESC thus is ﬁxed, once Nef f has been determined. For a ’3 - valence’
system based on Rh, as an example, Nef f depends on the defect densities in
4+
Rh
(I) − (1/Rhtot )(Rh3+ − Rh5+ )2
the following way [103]: Nef
f = Rhtot − Rh
[105]. Here Rh4+ (I) is the concentration of Rh4+ under illumination with intensity I; the other speciﬁed densities are those in the equilibrated dark state.
An analogous relation holds for the Fe ’3-valence’ subsystem, both leading to
Rh
Fe
Nef f = Nef
f + Nef f . In order to determine ESC , the densities of the identiﬁed defects must be known quantitatively (see [105, 106]). For the EPR-active
charge states the concentrations are easily determined from the intensity of
the corresponding EPR signals. Indirectly, this is also possible for the EPRsilent charge states [105, 106]. This information can be transformed into the
absorption cross-sections S(E) (Fig. 9d) of the defects taking part in the
transfers. These quantities allow to obtain the density N of a defect at room
temperature, when only its absorption band can be detected, since the absorption function α(E) is given by: α(E) = N S(E). On this basis the defect
densities in BT crystals containing various Rh dopings have been determined
(Table 2); in all cases the eﬀective trap density, Nef f , a measure of the space
charge ﬁelds, could be well predicted (see Table 2). By investigating the timedependence of the absorption changes under changing illumination, we were
furthermore able to obtain all the parameters occurring in Fig. 9a, necessary
to describe the kinetic behavior of the system.
The advantage of the approach essentially consists in the fact that the
densities of the six defects appearing in Fig. 9a can be determined; previously
[103, 104] the evaluations had to rely on only one number representing a concentration, the experimentally determined trap density, Nef f . In the present
method this is not an input parameter but can be predicted from the analy-
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A) Parameters valid for all BT:Rh systems
(see also the absorption cross-sections shown in Fig. 9d)
Rh
q4
q5
γ3
γ4
β4
β5

Fe

0.02 ± 0.01
1
(10−13 cm3 s−1 ) 1.7 ± 0.8
(10−11 cm3 s−1 ) 2.7 ± 1.2
(10−3 s−1 )
14.5 ± 5.5
−1 −1
(10 s )
15.0 ± 7.0

0.15 ± 0.10
1
1.1 ± 0.7
3.3 ± 2.5
2.8 ± 2.1
1.2 ± 0.9

B) Parameters valid for a speciﬁc crystal
(example: BT:Rh grown from 1000 ppm Rh in the melt)
Defect densities (ppm):
3+

Rh
17.5

Rh
4.5

4+

Rh5+
1.5

Fe3+
10

Fe4+
< 1.0

Fe5+
< 1.0

Comparison of predicted and experimentally determined Nef f :
Nef f (predicted)
Nef f (measured)

(1.7 ± 1.2) · 1017 cm−3
(1.7 ± 0.3) · 1017 cm−3

Table 2. Numerical values of the parameters of the BT:Rh system

sis (Tab. 2). The earlier studies [103] furthermore took only one Fe - level
(Fe3+/4+ ) into account and did not include the quantum eﬃciency q as a free
parameter.
Results obtained with the described method, beyond those discussed so
far, have been included in an overview, Table 3, of those defects in BaTiO3 ,
for which EPR and related studies led to deﬁnite microscopic models. Those
EPR-silent defect charge states identiﬁed only by the EPR/optical method
are underlined.
Discussing the entries in Table 3, we start by making some remarks on
the intrinsic defects. By EPR the oxygen vacancy, VO , is identiﬁed only, if
it is associated with an extrinsic defect, as in the case Fe3+ - VO and further
examples in Table 3. The isolated VO has so far not been detected. For a
discussion of this unsolved problem, see Ref. [126]. After strong chemical reduction of BaTiO3 , assumed to create VO , only almost free Ti3+ conduction
band polarons, slightly bound to various unidentiﬁed lattice perturbations
[127] are found. Such Ti3+ carriers, also of various association types, likewise
can result from optical excitation from deep defects or by bandgap illumination [127]. The appearance of signals of this kind is the experimental proof for
light-induced electronic processes. Similarly, optical hole transfers are monitored by the occurrence of the O− defects listed in Table 3, observable at low
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Extrinsic defects:
Cr2+ [96], Cr3+ [110], Cr5+ [111, 112],
Mn2+ [113], Mn4+ [114],
Fe2+ [115], Fe3+ [116, 112], Fe4+ [108], Fe5+ [117, 108], Fe3+ - VO [117], Fe4+ -VO
[112],
Co2+ [118], Co3+ - VO [112], Co4+ -VO [112],
Ni+
Ba [119],
Mo5+ [120],
Rh2+ [112], Rh3+ [108], Rh4+ , Rh5+ [108]
Ir4+ [112],
Nd3+ [121],
Gd3+ [122],
Er3+ [25],
Ce3+ [123],
−
−
[124], K+
[124], Al3+ - O− [112]
Na+
Ba - O
Ba - O
Intrinsic defects:
Ti3+ (bound to various unidentiﬁed defects [125] or free as a conduction band
polaron [10]), Ti3+ - Nb5+ [112]
Table 3. Defects identiﬁed in BaTiO3 . The underlined charge states are EPR-silent.
Their presence was proved indirectly by combined EPR/optical absorption studies.
Especially in these cases the related optical absorption bands and the charge transfer
processes, in which these defects are involved, have been determined.

temperatures. By doping with the shallow alkali acceptors, such as NaBa , and
additional oxidation [107], the Fermi-level can be lowered.
Table 3 represents a large toolbox of defects whose possible inﬂuence on
the photorefractive performance can be assessed on a microscopic basis. In
this context the dopings Co and Ce , in addition to Rh, have received high
attention. With Co-doped BaTiO3 , having a wide absorption band at 2.25 eV,
larger two- beam coupling gains were observed, using 515 nm light, than with
Fe, Cr, or Mn doping [128]. The presence of Co3+ - VO and of Co2+ was
identiﬁed in the crystals used in this investigation. The Ce3+/4+ level lies near
midgap and holes trapped there thus have a rather long lifetime [123, 129].
Together with codoped Rh, introducing a Rh3+/4+ level more shallow than
Ce3+/4+ , the material oﬀers potential for nonvolatile holographic storage by
using gated two-wave illumination [123].
5.2 Ba1−x Cax TiO3 (BCT)
The major drawback of BaTiO3 for its application as a photorefractive material is the fact, that its phase transition from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase near 8◦ C tends to deteriorate the optical quality of the crystals.
The replacement of part of Ba by Ca forms the isostructural Ba1−x Cax TiO3
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(BCT), with the congruently melting composition at x = 0.23 [130]. BCT is
tetragonal between 100◦ C and at least 50 K [131] and thus avoids the phase
transition problem impeding the use of BT. The photorefractive properties of
BCT as a host material are similarly favorable as those of BT [132]. The EPR
detection of defects in BCT meets with diﬃculties: Because of the irregular
lattice positions caused by the statistical replacement of Ba2+ (161 pm) by
the much smaller Ca2+ (134 pm), the local crystal ﬁelds at the defect sites
are rather non-uniform, leading to superpositions of rather diverse signals.
The resulting wide and odd-shaped EPR patterns are hard to evaluate with
respect to the underlying defect models. Furthermore, because of so far unknown reasons, the presence of Ca causes strong microwave losses. In spite of
these diﬃculties, it has been possible to identify several defects in BCT:Rh
by EPR [133]. Such crystals usually have sizeable background concentrations
of iron. In all of the investigated BCT:Rh samples Fe3+ , isolated as well as in
various low symmetry associations, was identiﬁed.
Besides BCT:Fe [134, 135], the system BCT:Rh has so far received the
most attention in photorefractive studies, because also in BCT doping with
Rh increases the infrared sensitivity. Initial investigations of BCT:Rh are described by Veenhuis et al. [136] and by Bernhardt et al. [137, 138]. Because
of the similarity of BCT:Rh to BT:Rh, also the optical absorptions bands
in both cases are quite similar. Based on the EPR information on defects in
BT:Rh [139] it thus was possible to elucidate all photorefractively relevant
light-induced charge transfer processes in BCT:Rh qualitatively [138] as well
as quantitatively [106] in the same way as described above for BT:Rh. On
the basis of the determined absorption cross-sections, the defect densities and
the charge transfer parameters, again the photorefractive performance of the
system is predicted. Bernhardt et al. [138] discovered that rather high pump
light intensities - about hundred times higher than in BT:Rh - are necessary
that the photoconductivity of the material outweighs the dark conductivity.
Under this condition the space charge ﬁelds are saturated at their maxima.
The authors attributed this fact to the higher relative background Fe content
in BCT:Rh. Meyer et al. [106], however, could show that the Fe content in the
samples is not as high as assumed by Bernhardt et al. [138]. It is proposed that
the high dark conductivity of BCT might instead be caused by shallow hole
traps induced by disorder [106]. With reduced BCT:Fe it was shown [135],
using combined EPR/optical studies, that Fe2+ has a wide absorption band
peaked at 1.9 eV.
5.3 KNbO3 (KN)
Chapter 7 deals with the favorable photorefractive properties of this material
in detail. In KNbO3 , orthorhombic below ∼ 200 ◦ C, the defects Mn2+ , Fe3+ ,
Fe3+ - VO , Co2+ , Co2+ - VO , Ir4+ , Ti4+ - O− could be identiﬁed with
EPR [25]. An extended EPR- and combined EPR/optical absorption study
of KNbO3 :Fe is included in Ref. [86]. This doping is known to improve the
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3+
photorefractive properties of KNbO3 [140]. Besides isolated Fe3+
Nb and FeNb
3+
- VO several low symmetry associations of FeNb with unknown partners are
reported. As grown, oxidized and reduced samples were investigated. Lightinduced changes of EPR and optical absorption were observed in some cases,
but only in one case with the same defect. Deﬁnite relations between Fe-defects
and the photorefractive behavior of the crystals could not be established. Nor
was it possible to decide experimentally whether Fe2+ in KNbO3 absorbs at
2.55 eV [140]. With EPR/optical absorption it was established that the optical
absorption of Fe2+ has its peak at 2.1 eV in BT [115], at 1.9 eV in BCT [141]
and at 1.5 eV in KTaO3 [142] (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. MCD spectra of various
Fe-containing defects in KaTO3 :Fe
[143] assigned to the indicated
species by ODMR.

In view of the obstacles to obtain detailed EPR information about defects
in KNbO3 , it was decided to investigate the similar KTaO3 :Fe as a model
system. Such crystals are cubic at all temperatures and thus facilitate the
investigation by ODMR-MCD. At least eleven diﬀerent Fe containing defects,
most of them low symmetry associations, were found [143]. Fig. 10 shows
a selection among them, characterized by their MCD spectra. Usually such
bands are overlapping in the same crystal; with the ODMR technique it is
possible to select those bands originating from a deﬁnite defect. Since the
frequency ranges of the MCD structures are identical to those of the related
absorption bands, this plot shows at what energies to expect absorption bands
of the given defect conﬁgurations and charge states, also in the similar KNbO3 .
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Analogous MCD-ODMR studies have been performed with KTaO3 :Ni [142].
Three low symmetry defects in various charge states were found.

6 Defects in the sillenites Bi12 MO20
(BMO, M = Si, Ge, Ti)
In their review article, Arizmendi et al. [144] drew attention to the lack of
knowledge concerning the nature and role of defects in these materials. The
situation has been clariﬁed to a large extent, new spectroscopic evidence being
the main object of this Section.
6.1 Intrinsic defects in undoped crystals

Fig. 11. Upper part (arbitrary ordinate scale):
Bleached state absorption
of BGO at 80 K (dashed line)
and additional absorption
(10.7 cm−1 at maximum)
induced by an illumination
with blue light (solid grey
line). Lower parts: CD and
MCD spectra (1.4 K) in the
bleached state (dotted lines)
and in the colored state (solid
lines).

The most precise information has been obtained by combined optical
absorption, MCD and ODMR studies, performed with thermally bleached
(e.g., 1/2 hour at 500◦ C) as well as optically colored crystals in Paris
[145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150] and in Osnabrück [149, 151]. Several important conclusions are summarized in Ref. [152] and in a forthcoming article
[153]. As illustrated in the central part of Fig. 11 for BGO as an example,
an undoped and thermally bleached BMO sample does not exhibit any MCD
signal in the near-IR to UV spectral range. This means that the ’shoulder’ observed near 3 eV in the corresponding absorption spectrum (top of Fig. 11) is
necessarily correlated with a diamagnetic defect. The ’shoulder’ has obviously
a counterpart in the natural circular dichroism spectrum (CD, ’0’ in Fig. 11)
with a minimum at the same energy. Illuminating the bleached BMO crystal
with light energies lying within the range of this CD band, causes a slight decrease of its amplitude. Simultaneously intense additional absorption (bands
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’1 - 3’) in the visible region and at least two components (’4,5’) in the near
IR are created. Qualitatively similar results concerning this photochromic behavior in BGO and BSO were reported by another group [154, 155]. Strong
MCD signals are associated with bands ’1 - 5’, demonstrating the paramagnetic character of the related defect(s), in contrast to the situation observed
in the bleached state.
O

O

2
3+

O

2

Bi

O

2

Fig. 12. Model of the Bi4+
M antisite defect. ODMR measurements show that the
hole is delocalized to an O2− neighbor of Bi3+ . There it is stabilized by lattice
distortion, caused by the decreased attraction between O− and Bi3+ . Because of
the initial equivalence of the tetrahedrally arranged oxygen ions, the system can be
called a bound small hole polaron. The process of optical absorption is indicated
by the dashed line: the hole is transferred under Franck-Condon conditions from its
initial O− site to a neighboring O2− -ion. Because of the equivalence of the three
ﬁnal O2− -ions, a tunneling of the excited hole among them is expected, leading to
two optical absorption bands of nearly equal intensities and widths [11]. The dashed
hole transition can alternatively be viewed as a transition of an electron from the
O2− -ions, being part of the valence band, to O− . This explains the transitions 2 and
3 in Fig. 13.

The ODMR [151, 149], performed with the MCD signals ’1 - 3’, could be
attributed to one unpaired spin (S = 1/2) with a strong hyperﬁne coupling
to the nuclear spin (9/2) of the 100% abundant 209 Bi. All evidence led to
the assignment of the MCD signals to an antisite defect [156] Bi4+
M or - in
more detail - Bi3+
M ’dressed’ by a hole, delocalized on one of the four tetrahedral oxygen neighbors. Although the observed symmetry of the defect was
essentially isotropic, trigonal distortion was not excluded [157]. As concluded
from the ODMR-MCD studies, all bands ’1 - 3’ in Fig. 6 have the same Bi4+
M
initial state. Bands ’4 and 5’, in contrast, have to be assigned to diﬀerent paramagnetic species [146] showing a very broad ODMR signal for microwaves at
4+
35 GHz [153]. The magnetic and optical properties of Al4+
Si [150] and GaSi
[153] were also established for the ﬁrst time by ODMR.
The transitions leading to the observed optical properties of all these defects are shown in Fig. 13. In the bleached state only the charge state Bi3+
M is
present. The CD band (’0’) associated with the absorption shoulder reﬂects
the spectral dependence of the photoionization of an electron from Bi3+
M to
the conduction band; its onset around 2.4 eV at 77 K or lower and around
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Fig. 13. Spectroscopic model
for sillenite crystals. The notation 0-4 for the various absorption
processes is the same as that used
in ﬁgure 11.

3+/4+

2.2 eV at room temperature indicates the thermal energy of the BiM
level
with respect to the conduction band. The ionized electron is then trapped at
one of the donor states D+ , which are all empty before, and the paramagnetic
D0 is formed. Photoabsorption and photo-MCD experiments have shown that
the bands in the visible region can be partly bleached at low temperature by
a further illumination either at 1.5 eV (800 nm) or, more eﬀectively, at 2.2 eV
(560 nm). In the ﬁrst instance, the electron ionized from the D0/+ level is
3+/4+
trapped at the BiM
level. In the second process, electrons are excited
3+/4+
level.
from the valence band to the BiM
Band ’1’ in the MCD and absorption spectra (colored state) is assigned
4+/5+
[153] to the ionization of an electron from the BiM
level to the conduction
band, i.e. to the second ionization of the antisite defect. This is supported
by the following observations: 1) as shown by ODMR, the initial state of the
transition is the Bi4+
M state; 2) the band does not occur under strong acceptor
3+/4+
level
(e.g. Al) doping. This removes all Bi4+
M charge states. Since the AlSi
was shown earlier, using thermal bleaching studies [150], to lie at most 0.5 eV
3+/4+
above the valence band, one has to conclude that the AlSi
level lies below
4+/5+
level, as shown in Fig. 13. The position of the former at about EC
the BiM
- 2.7 eV at 4.2 K is taken from the onset of band ’1’. Finally, the broad MCD
and optical absorption features ’4’ and ’5’ were tentatively assigned [146] to
oxygen vacancies.
Fig. 11 shows that bands ’2’ and ’3’ dominate the optical absorption in
the colored state. As shown above, they are caused by electron excitation
4+
from the valence band to Bi4+
M or, alternatively, to the excitation of the BiM
hole to the valence band. A hole at one of the tetrahedral oxygen ions next
to Bi3+
M represents a small hole polaron bound in tetrahedral symmetry [11].
By the self-localization at one oxygen site the symmetry is lowered to trigonal. It is a natural consequence [11, 158] of such a system that its optical
absorption consists of two strong, equally wide bands of nearly identical intensities, separated by some tenths of an eV. One of the two excited states is
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orbitally degenerate, spin-orbit coupling causing the occurrence of two oppositely signed MCD contributions for band ’2’. Bands ’2’ and ’3’ are thus likely
to be attributed to optical excitations of a small hole polaron bound to the
3+
4+
antisite defect Bi3+
M . Also the AlM defect, similarly having the structure AlM
- O− , has optical features supporting the assignment to optical excitation of
a hole polaron next to Al3+
M [150].
Newer neutron [159] and X-ray diﬀraction [160] studies of the crystal structure of the sillenites indicate that the large Bi3+
M ion, consisting of a xenon core
and a (6s2 ) lone electron pair, can hardly ﬁt into the space of a tetrahedrally
coordinated M4+ ion. There is evidence that Bi3+
M is in fact neighbored by an
oxygen vacancy, VO , accommodating the 6s2 lone pair. Also in this situation
optical absorption and MCD spectra of the type indicated above are expected.
The trigonal symmetry is now induced by the vacancy, the hole captured near
the antisite defect replacing one of the 6s2 electrons since these are the least
tightly bound.
6.2 Additional observations
In the case of BTO, it was found experimentally that a complete dark erasure
of light-induced absorption requires months at room temperature [161]. Quite
consistently, the MCD spectra of as-received BMO samples invariably demonstrate that Bi4+
M is present [147, 148]) to an amount varying from sample to
sample. So usually one operates with specimens far from equilibrium, unless
they are carefully thermally bleached. There are several additional observations which are based on this fact.
From thermal bleaching studies [162] it was concluded that three relatively shallow electron traps (0.65 - 0.97 eV) play a major role in the case
of BGO. These are certainly correlated with the absorption and MCD bands
observed in the low energy region of Fig. 11. Studies of the absorption kinetics with changes of temperature [163] or illumination [161] indicate that two
step processes among the donor levels occur. Also, the time dependence of the
relaxation of photorefractive gratings depends on the charge density stored in
the shallow levels [164, 165].
The wavelength dependence of the photoionization processes can be estimated grossly from a deconvolution of the CD, absorption and MCD spectra.
Quite clearly, however, the strength of the bands (the concentration of defects)
depends upon the thermal and optical history of the sample. Only electron
excitations are possible for bleached crystals, starting from Bi3+
M (Fig. 12. Af0
ter an illumination with a wavelength near or below 514.5 nm, Bi4+
M and D
defects are created. Electron and hole transitions can then occur simultaneously at certain wavelengths. Furthermore, electron excitations from occupied
shallow levels become possible in the near IR. Complementary gratings were
observed in BSO at 785 nm [166], a spectral region where bands 3 and 4
(Fig. 11) overlap at room temperature.
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Photorefractivity in the sillenites was usually studied with green or blue
light, but there is a need to improve their properties in the red and near-IR
in order beneﬁt from laser diodes in this spectral region. The spectroscopic
results reported above suggest that the shallow defects leading to bands ’4’
and ’5’ in Fig. 6 can be used for that purpose. Their electron population
can be raised substantially via a preliminary blue homogeneous illumination.
For example, an enhancement of the beam coupling at 1.06 µm was observed
[167] in undoped BTO by preexposure to visible light. Consistently with the
possible assignment of bands ’4’ and ’5’ to oxygen vacancies, crystals grown
under argon show an unusual photorefractive sensitivity and a remarkable
operation speed in this spectral region [168]; the photoconductivity in red
light is two orders of magnitude higher than in crystals grown in the presence
of oxygen [169].
6.3 Extrinsic defects
In principle, the introduction of extrinsic defects oﬀers more choices for tailoring the photorefractive properties of the sillenites. A few encouraging results
were obtained by doping with transition metal ions. Cr improves the diffraction eﬃciency and increases the response speed of BSO at 633 nm [170].
Holographic gratings were recently recorded in the near IR in in rutheniumdoped BTO [171] and BSO [172] samples. In the case of Bi12 Ti0.76 V0.24 O20 ,
homogeneous illumination and the application of an external electric ﬁeld after writing enhance the diﬀraction eﬃciency by a factor of almost 40 [173] at
514 nm. The mechanisms underlying these experimental observations are far
from being understood.
In spite of intensive research with absorption and CD spectroscopies [174],
most progress with respect to the deﬁnite assignment of absorption bands
has been reached by MCD and ODMR studies [175]. Many defects have been
identiﬁed in this way and their optical excitations were greatly clariﬁed: Cr4+
M
5+
4+
2+
2+
and Cr5+
M [146], MnM and MnM [146, 176, 177], CuM [146] and CuBi [178,
4+
2+
2+
n+
175], Fe3+
M [145, 146], VM [177], CoM and NiM [146], and RuBi (n = 3 − 5)
[172, 179]. Until now, VM was thought to be always in the 5+ diamagnetic
state since no EPR signal could be found by conventional means [180].
As has been demonstrated above with the intrinsic defects, most detailed
information is obtained when experiments are carried out in the bleached and
colored states, but also in the near-IR (likely to be connected with internal
transitions) as well as in the visible (charge transfer or intervalence transitions). Fig. 14 illustrates such information related to Cr-doping [146, 175]. In
the initial state, MCD-active Bi4+
M is absent and the broad features observed in
the visible are thus associated with chromium. Very characteristic MCD (and
3
1
E transition) and Cr5+
CD) sharp features are detected for Cr4+
Ge ( A2 →
Ge
2
2
( E → T2 ) in the near-IR. The coexistence of both charge states indicates
4+/5+
that the Fermi-level is pinned at the CrGe
level in thermal equilibrium.
Illumination with E < 2.4 eV (process 1) leads to the ’optical’ reduction of
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Fig. 14. Light-induced MCD (or MCD+CD) changes for BGO:Cr in the visible
(right) and near-IR (left). The specimen had the following history:
(a) after bleaching;
(b) after illumination at 2.2 eV, corresponding to process 1;
(c) after illumination at 2.7 eV, corresponding to process 2. The sharp line S1 in the
IR-part monitors the concentration of Cr4+ , the line S2 that of Cr5+ .
3+
4+
Cr5+
Ge . The photoionized hole is trapped at BiGe , causing BiGe . Blue light with
E ≥ 2.4 eV leads to the alternative process 2. The onset of the ﬁrst broad
MCD band observed in the bleached state therefore provides an upper limit
4+/5+
level at approximately 2.0 − 2.3 eV above the
for the energy of the CrM
4+/5+
level is located in the same energy range
valence band edge. The MnM
[146, 175]. The case of Fe-doping is of special interest because Fe (as well as
Cr) is always present as a background impurity. The MCD spectrum of Fe3+
M
is peaked at 3.22 eV [25, 145] with a threshold around 2.7 eV. It is not yet
established ﬁrmly whether this ion acts as a donor, with Fe4+ as the ﬁnal
state, or as an acceptor (Fe2+ ﬁnal state). As usual the Fermi-level position
can be raised [174] by annealing under reducing conditions or by co-doping
with donors (e.g., phosphorous). Finally, high resolution FTIR spectroscopy
proved very useful to monitor the amount of various elements (P5+ , V5+ ,
Mn5+ , S6+ , OH− ) in BMO samples [181].

7 Defects in other photorefractive materials
7.1 Sn2 P2 S6 (SPS)
Chapter 9 deals with the various aspects related to the development of the
material for eﬃcient photorefractive operation in the infrared. Here we conﬁne
ourselves to the information gained so far with respect to the light-induced
charge transfer phenomena as studied by EPR and combined EPR/optical
absorption studies.
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Optical excitation across the bandgap (∼ 2.3 eV at room temperature,
∼ 2.5 eV at 4.2 K) creates several paramagnetic defects in all specimens, independent of their doping. It is known [182] that such illumination leads to
persistent conductivity; i.e. the electrons and holes created in this way are
connected with such large lattice relaxations that the consequent vibrational
overlaps between excited and ground state are strongly hindered from recombination. The extreme metastability of the optically excited state allows to
study the hole and electron systems independently. All the identiﬁed paramagnetic defects are of hole type. The complicated monoclinic crystal structure of
SPS, where all ionic sites do not have any point symmetry except the identity,
renders the deﬁnite assignment of the EPR signals rather diﬃcult. The following defect types have been identiﬁed at 10 K [95, 183]: 1) Two species with
and
properties compatible with two slightly diﬀerent Sn3+ (5s1 ) ions, Sn3+
1
;
they
are
likely
to
be
caused
by
hole
self-trapping
at
the
two
crystalloSn3+
2
graphically inequivalent Sn2+ ions in the lattice. 2) S− ions probably resulting
from hole self-trapping at the many diﬀerent S2− sites in the crystal. 3) Fe3+ ,
attributed to hole trapping at Fe2+ background impurities at a low symmetry
crystal site characteristic for SPS.
So far one can only speculate why the excited electrons in or near the
conduction band are EPR-silent. Since the conduction band has mainly Sn+
character (5p1 , spin S = 1/2), concluded from a rigid lattice band calculation
[184], an electron in such a state should lead to an EPR signal. Since the
Sn ions are rather loosely bound in wide cages formed by the surrounding
P2 S6 units, a conduction band charge carrier can lower its energy by large
lattice relaxation, i.e. it will form a polaron. Possibly each two of them pair
diamagnetically to EPR-silent bipolarons. Since the mobility of bipolarons is
much lower than that of single polarons, this would add to the metastability
of the excited state and the slow component [185] of the photorefractive eﬀect.
The excitation across the bandgap causes wide optical absorption bands
ranging from ∼ 1 eV (or lower) up to the fundamental absorption with a maximum for most samples near 1.9 eV. These features are at least partly related
to the above hole trapping defects. This is demonstrated in [185] with combined EPR/optical absorption investigations of the light-induced hole states.
7.2 Pb5 Ge3 O11
This material is known since 1990 [186] as promising for photorefractive applications. Lead germanate crystals are ferroelectric with Tc = 178◦ C and have
trigonal symmetry. Two competing photorefractive gratings are found [187],
a fast one with a build-up time of about 1 s and a slow one responding within
minutes to hours. There are indications that the responsible defects are of
intrinsic type.
Under bandgap (∼ 3.2 eV) illumination electrons and holes are formed
[188]. As established from the analysis of the EPR data, the latter are trapped
at one of the six inequivalent intrinsic Pb2+ sites of the lattice, forming Pb3+ ,
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or – rather Pb2+ + O− , i.e. the trapped hole has highest density at one of the
O2− neighbors. Furthermore, a Cu2+ background defect is identiﬁed in all investigated crystals, which however cannot be recharged by illumination. The
hole trapping at Pb2+ is metastable below ∼ 120 K and leads to a wide and
strong optical absorption, at 2 K starting at 2 eV and monotonically increasing
towards the fundamental absorption. As shown by combined optical absorption and ODMR-MCD measurements, this coloration is caused by a transition
connected with Pb2+ -O− . The thermal decay time of this metastable defect
is of the same order as that of the fast photorefractive grating.
The concentration of the Pb trapped holes has been measured to be of the
order of several 1016 cm−3 , much less than the available Pb2+ lattice sites.
Therefore the obtainable hole concentration is limited by the concentration of
the compensating donors. All electrons not trapped at these donors recombine
immediately with the holes, putting an upper limit to those surviving. All
attempts have failed so far to identify these donors. If the material could be
doped with a higher concentration of them, once the donors are known, a
sensitive material with a high density of photorefractively active hole centers
would be available.
7.3 Sr1−x Bax Nb2 O6 (SBN)
The material crystallizes in the tetragonal tungsten bronze structure, melting congruently for x = 0.61. Only ﬁve of the six lattice sites favorable for
incorporation of Sr and Ba are occupied in ideal crystals; the statistical distribution of the corresponding empty cation sites causes strongly ﬂuctuating
crystal ﬁelds, e.g. at the incorporation sites of EPR-active defect ions. Thus
only Ce3+ (4f1 ), where the paramagnetic f-electrons are shielded by the outer
electrons from the inﬂuences of the crystal surroundings, was identiﬁed by
EPR [189]. This doping is rather eﬃcient in sensitizing the photorefractive effect for light in the energy range 2 to 3 eV [190, 191]. The EPR data indicate
that Ce3+ enters the crystal at only one of the two crystallographically diﬀerent alkaline earth sites - one is 12-fold the other one 15-fold coordinated by
oxygen ions. Whatever its lattice site, EPR shows that Ce3+ moves oﬀ-center,
destroying all symmetry. This is more likely at the spacious 15-fold coordinated site than at the other one. Under optical illumination, e.g. with 488
nm light, the Ce3+ EPR signal decreases. This is consistent with the lowering
of the Ce3+ 4f - 5d optical absorption band under such irradiation, peaked
near 2.5 eV [190]. Simultaneously a wide absorption band rises [192], with
maximum near 0.8 eV, which is typical for optical absorption by Nb4+ (4d1 )
conduction band polarons. They are created by electrons photoionized from
Ce3+ . EPR of the paramagnetic Nb4+ could not be identiﬁed. Probably the
EPR signals are too wide to be detected; this is expected to result from the
spatially ﬂuctuating crystal ﬁelds at the Nb sites, where the Nb 4d electrons
are not shielded from their surrounding distorted octahedra of oxygen ions.
Also crystals doped with Cr were studied with EPR. Only rather faint and
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wide signals typical for Cr3+ were observed. The resonances could serve only
to identify the presence of Cr3+ , probably incorporated at Nb sites. A further
analysis was not possible.
7.4 Terbium gallium garnet doped with cerium (Tb3 Ga5 O12 :Ce)
In this centric material a novel photorefractive eﬀect was identiﬁed [193],
which results from photochromic absorption, leading to Kramers-Kronig conjugated index changes. To detect EPR-signals from paramagnetic defects embedded in a bulk paramagnetic sample is an unusual situation for plain EPRmeasurements. Here the strong paramagnetism of the host lattice tends to
drive the microwave bridge circuit employed in such an experiment out of
balance and prevents the registration of the defect resonances. However, using MCD-ODMR, the resonances of the dopant could be detected on their
optical bands, lying at optical frequencies diﬀerent from those of the host
lattice [194]. In this way the electronic structure and the optical absorption
properties of Ce3+ and its interactions with the host lattice were clariﬁed in
spite of the paramagnetic background, and it was proved that the photorefractive activity of the material arises from this defect.
7.5 Bi4 Ge3 O12 (eulytite structure)
Bismuth germanate is a well-established scintillator used in high-energy photon and particle detectors. It is also one of the few crystals in which photorefractive gratings could be recorded in the near-UV (330-350 nm) [195].
Photorefractive and photochromic eﬀects have been investigated in crystals
doped with Cr [196, 197], Mn and Fe [198, 199] and Co [200].
The cubic structure of Bi4 Ge3 O12 is very close to that of Bi12 GeO20 , with
distorted tetrahedra (S4 site symmetry at Ge4+ ) and octahedra (C3 at Bi3+ )
in the former crystal [201]. From extensive EPR work in Madrid [201], the
4+
dominant defects in crystals doped with 3d ions were found to be Fe3+
Ge , CrGe ,
2+
2+
CoBi , and MnBi .
MCD was used in Paris to monitor the photochromic behavior of the
2+
2+
internal transitions of Cr4+
Ge [197], CoBi and MnBi (unpublished). Near band
gap (∼ 4.1 eV at room temperature, ∼ 4.5 eV at 4.2 K) illumination at room
temperature reduces their intensity (only 5% in the case of Cr) and creates
new paramagnetic defects (Co and Mn). At this time, the electron or hole
trapping character of these dopants is not clearly established. Comparison
of absorption and MCD spectra of Fe- and Cr-doped crystals [202] lead to
the conclusion that diamagnetic defects are also present. ODMR experiments
were carried out only for V-doped Bi4 Ge3 O12 [22]. It was shown that UV
illumination creates paramagnetic V4+
Ge (absent in the bleached state) at the
expense of diamagnetic V5+
Ge , and an energy level scheme was proposed. Cr
and Fe impurities could be detected at the ppm level.
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7.6 Bismuth tellurite Bi2 TeO5 (CaF2 -based lattice)
At high write beam intensities, this relatively new material is announced to
be competitive for data storage with the known best materials (LiNbO3 :Fe or
BaTiO3 ), with the advantage of the self-ﬁxing of volume holograms [203, 204,
205].
Bi2 TeO5 crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure with a large number
(∼ 17%) of structural oxygen vacancies to compensate for the negative charge
of the Bi3+ ions with respect to Te4+ . It is an interesting host for dopants
since it has three diﬀerent cation sites with diﬀerent co-ordination spheres,
Bi(1) with 8, Bi(2,3) with 7, and Te with 5 oxygens; a good incorporation was
observed for Cr, V, Mo, substituting for Te, and rare earth ions substituting
for Bi [206]. The exposure of Bi2 TeO5 :Cr crystals to white light induces photochromism. The partial transformation of Cr6+ into Cr5+ was inferred from
photoabsorption experiments [207] but no EPR result has yet been reported.

8 Hydrogen
Just as the defects treated before, hydrogen is a tool to tailor the photorefractive properties of a material as well as to investigate its properties. This
element is present in all compounds containing oxygen as a constituent, with
concentrations ranging from a few ppm up to several percent, after special
treatments depending on the crystal. The presence of hydrogen is not always
an advantage, for example in ﬁbers. Therefore procedures have been invented
to reduce hydrogen, in particular for LiNbO3 [208, 209]. Usually hydrogen is
bonded to an oxygen ion and performs a vibration, referred to as OH-stretch
mode, with an energy of about 3200-3700 cm−1 . Detailed spectroscopic data
have been compiled and reported recently [210]. Besides basic studies of the
spectroscopic properties of the OH-stretch mode, it served very often as a
tool to investigate properties of the host. Because of its easy observation by
absorption spectroscopy a qualitative and in favorable cases even a quantitative measure of the hydrogen content is possible. Again LiNbO3 served as an
example. It is found that the OH absorption is polarized perpendicularly to
the c-axis of LN in accordance with the microscopic model of proton incorporation established by ENDOR, see Section 4. An absorption strength per ion
of about 9 × 10−18 cm was found (for details of the deﬁnition see [211, 212]).
By monitoring the change of the hydrogen isotope concentrations in thermal
processes the diﬀusivity of these isotopes can be determined. In the last two
decades strong eﬀorts have been devoted to study the diﬀusion of hydrogen
isotopes in insulating materials, especially in oxides, see [213] and references
therein.
Protons can be involved in thermal ﬁxing of holograms (LN, KTN, BSO),
however Buse et al. concluded from spatially resolved optical data especially
for LiNbO3 that their presence is not mandatory [214]. Strongly related to
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hologram ﬁxing is the production of very-narrow-bandwidth interference ﬁlters by hydrogen doping. This subject has been reviewed by Cabrera et al.
[215].
Some changes of physical properties are reﬂected in the position or shape
of the OH absorption spectra. An example for such strong inﬂuence is given
in Chapter 6 of this book, were the stretch mode was used to monitor changes
induced in LiNbO3 crystals doped with damage-resistent impurities like Mg,
Zn, In or Sc.

9 Summary
We have spread out the rich ﬁeld of defects in most of the inorganic photorefractive materials investigated at present. The aim is to contribute to the
improvement of their performance in their various application. Emphasis was
therefore ﬁrst on the elucidation of the identity of the defects and their microscopic defect structures. Studies by EPR and related methods, such as ODMR
and ENDOR, are unsurpassed for this goal. Second, in order to connect these
data to the photorefractive eﬀect, close links to the optical defect phenomena
have been established where possible. Here a strong tool is ODMR via the
MCD of a defect. Furthermore it is seen that the analysis of the changes of
optical absorption, EPR and MCD in photochromic materials under varying
pumplight illuminations can furnish a systematic approach to the identiﬁcation of defects and the paths of light-induced charge transfers between them.
Also a quantitative assessment of the photorefractive performance of a material can be derived from this method. It applies to all defects, independent of
whether they are identiﬁed by EPR or not. While the results presented in this
Chapter are more of a basic nature, it is anticipated that they will establish
a foundation on which the further Chapters in the book, focussing on the
details of the photorefractive eﬀect in most of the materials treated here, can
be linked to the microscopic origins of the phenomena.
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